CROSSWORD TWO

Down

1. Boys wear these for swimming ......(6)
2. The fastest swimmer in a certain event holds the.....record (5)
5. Using this long foam aid can help you stay afloat......(6)
6. Wear these to keep water out of your eyes.......(7)
8. Famous British diver Tom.....(5)
9. Another flotation aid...bands (3)
11. If one width is 10m, how many widths is 40m?....(4)
13. You wear this on your head to go swimming ...(3)

Across

1. Use this to dry off....(5)
3. The 2016 summer Olympics will be held in ...(3)
4. A popular sport is water....(4)
7. You need these to surf.....(5)
10. 25m is the distance of ...length (3)
12. This is awarded for gaining a certain skill in the pool.....(5)
14. Teams of swimmers compete in a.....(5)

11. A technique for treading water is the...beater kick (3)